
Our company is looking to fill the role of information analyst. We appreciate you
taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If
you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on
your level of experience.

Responsibilities for information analyst

Preserve and grow knowledge of help desk procedures and services
Ability to develop standard processes for closing security alerts based on the
type of alert
Ability to initiate and execute the cyber security incident response process,
including prioritization and ranking of escalated incidents
Working knowledge of the cyber security incident response technologies
including network logging and forensics, security information and event
management tools, security analytics platforms, log search technologies, host
based forensics and case management system
Act as subject matter expert for vulnerability management and threat
intelligence
Ability to develop security baseline configurations for server and network
infrastructure including scans for compliance
Engages and communicates effectively with IT personnel and appropriate
teams as necessary in handling security requisitions a timely manner
Communicates effectively and consistently with all stakeholders as needed
Participates in compliance checks and tasks to ensure the integrity,
confidentiality, and availability of information to the end users are not
compromised
Administers access and enforces policy on operating systems and platforms
throughout the enterprise
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Basic understanding of Cloud Computing and concepts
Experience of using other Microsoft packages Word, Powerpoint
An accredited 4-year degree in statistics or mathematics
Must have ability to communicate effectively with team members and others
in the work group, independently with internal business partners
Experience in text analysis (word clouds, topic modeling, and sentiment
analysis), creating interactive Tableau dashboards, programming to automate
data aggregation and summarization
Writing queries and logical rules for data computations is required


